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1. Introduction 

This is a brief introduction and instructions for anyone wanting to get deeper into Scratch 

for customising, debugging or simply to try your hand at Smalltalk. First though, it's going 

to be a lot less painful if you are in the right frame of mind before we move on to 

specifics. So here's my, possible lame, attempt to prepare you... 

Scratch is an application written in one particular Smalltalk environment known as 

Squeak. Smalltalk and Squeak have been around many years. If you are younger than 

30-ish then it's older than you and not only that, it's probably had less down-time than 

you. That's because the fully object-oriented environment that is Smalltalk was first boot-

strapped all those years ago and has rarely been re-booted again except in it's early 

years. It's old but it's age does not mean it's obsolete. Quite the opposite. It's mature, 

runs on many systems and has got significantly faster in recent years. If you think it's a 

fringe phenomenon then think again. Smalltalk concepts that are decades old have 

found their way into nearly every mainstream language and continue to do so.

So what exactly is it: until relatively recently the Smalltalk environment was an alien 

concept to most people. That's mainly because the likes of Squeak live in what's known 

as an "image" which require this scary thing called the "VM" (Virtual Machine) to breathe 

life into it. Today, even if you have never heard of Smalltalk or Squeak and even if you 

are not a programmer, it's still very likely that you are already familiar with the concept of 

a virtual system living in an "image". That's what virtualizers such as VMWare, 

VirtualBox, QEMU, etc., do for you, they create a virtual computer onto which you can 

install an operating system. The "image" there is typically a simulated disk drive (a file!) 

whose contents are more-or-less exactly what you may find on your actual computer, 

i.e., a file-system on which you store and organise programs, libraries and a large variety 

of data files. But what about the "virtual" computer, where's that? This is simulated for 

you by WMWare, etc., and you hardly give it a thought. At some point though the virtual 

has to become real(-ish), you want a desktop to interact with (using real physical devices 

like the kb & mouse), music coming out of speakers, web pages from the 'net, etc., etc. 

So the virtualizer has to connect it's virtual devices, including the virtual CPU, to real 

devices to do real work. 

Now what if you wanted a different type of virtual computer, e.g., one that processed 

objects instead of bits & bytes? That's what Squeak's VM does. Fundamentally it's an 



"object engine" and also provides the interconnect between the object-world of Squeak 

and the real computer on which the VM runs. It has it's own virtual devices, the more 

obvious ones being for display and sound. These devices along with other services are 

implemented as "plug-in's" which are libraries of executable code just like many others 

on your computer. They are special only in as much as they present a pre-defined 

interface to the VM. Inside of Squeak there are only objects, some of which have 

"primitive" methods. These "primitives" are where virtual becomes real, they are the 

interface to the VM from the object-world side of things. You rarely deal directly with 

primitives because there will be objects that more closely resemble real devices, such as 

the cunningly named "Display" object, or the equally cunningly named "SoundPlayer" 

object. Instead of a hierarchy of various kinds of files, there's a hierarchy of objects, 

some that make immediate sense like those just mentioned, some more abstract. The 

glue between objects are messages passed between them. Some people, especially 

Smalltalk's creator Alan Kay, consider messages the essence of Smalltalk. You will too 

once things click. 

In case I'm painting a too rosey picture, which wouldn't be good preparation for you, it 

has to be said that the VM is complicated. It's been adapted and improved over many 

years to cater for a large variety of platforms. The object environment is complicated. It 

has a surprisingly large number of objects to do a variety of tasks befitting that of a 

typical operating system, which of course it is (ok, not "typical"). That said, real bugs in 

VM are rarely discovered and it is used in large, sometimes critical, commercial 

operations without major problems. Smalltalk as a language has only one/two sides of 

an A4 sheet of syntax and once you have picked up a few essential skills you will have 

everything you need to explore the whole of the object-world. It still may feel a little alien 

but it'll be beautifully alien and you will want to keep on exploring and experimenting. 

The rest of this article is to help you collect together the pieces required to get 

started digging deeper into Scratch/Squeak and the VM. Much of it is my personal 

preference for organising those pieces. There are definitely different ways of 

approaching this task and quite possibly better ways. This article is not a detailed 

tutorial or even a sufficient introduction to Linux, Bash, Squeak, Smalltalk, VM 

specifics, C programming or Scratch itself. It does not provide any solutions to 

any current problems you may be having with any of those.



2. Deep We Go 

My set-up: 4G card, Wheezy on the first 2G partition and another 2G partition for "extra" 

stuff. If you know how, you could have this second partition as "home" but personally I 

like a clear separation of my home directory, where I like to keep things relatively clean, 

and the chaos that always ensues when I'm working on something. There are other 

advantages but ultimately it's your choice where to store your development files. If you 

only have the one partition and it has plenty of space* then using your Home directory is 

fine but at least create a sub-directory, e.g., "scratch_dev" and use that for what follows. 

*How much space? I prefer my own copies of everything so I don't upset what's already installed 

and that software upgrades don't impact on me (unless I want them to). 150M should cover most 

eventualities including VM source and builds. If you do plan to work on the VM then you will also 

need space on your main partition for the VM's "build dependencies" (anyone know how to get this 

figure?). 

Quick word about what "source" means/refers-to: typically it means C source-code files 

but, for Scratch, "source" mainly refers to the files required to allow you to work in the 

Squeak desktop that lies behind Scratch. This means the files called "Scratch.image" 

(aka "the image"), "ScratchV2.sources" (aka "sources") and "Scratch.changes" (aka 

"changes"). The "sources" file is the Smalltalk equivalent of C source-code and is 

maintained by the Squeak "release" team. You don't change it or even access it directly. 

The Smalltalk source code for changes you make, and for any optional Squeak 

packages you may install, is stored in the "changes" file. You don't access this file 

directly either. In general the management/access of "sources" and "changes" is hidden 

from you when working in Squeak. You need the "sources" and "changes" files but you 

don't need to worry about them to begin with. They are not supplied by default because 

applications like Scratch do not change any Smalltalk code and the VM does not need 

them to run such applications. 

You may only want to hack on Scratch/Squeak so we start there first, in a terminal, in my 

"scratch_dev" directory or your equivalent. Baby steps for anyone new to Linux... 

BTW, it's not cheating to cut-&-paste the commands used below! Don't include the 

"$<space>". Do include any dots/periods/slashes at the end of lines. Capital letters 

count. 



2.1 Directory Structure 

We are going to create the structure shown below: 

    .
1     releases ├──
2     scratch ├──
3    │    my_scratch_1 └──
4     src ├──
5    │    scratch ├──
6    │    vm └──
7     vm └──

Things can quickly get very messy when dealing with a lot of source files, different 

images/vm-builds and release versions. This structure aims to help you keep it all 

manageable. The "scratch" dir (1) is for storing your WIP images/changes. The "src" dir 

(2) will contain downloaded files, extracts and custom VM builds. The "vm" dir (6) is for 

downloaded binary-only VM's and snapshots of your own VM builds. Finally, if you 

decide you have something you want to distribute (possibly with other files) then you will 

want to pull everything together in "releases" (7) where effectively it becomes a snapshot 

of that particular release. Things will get clearer as we progress. 

So now we create the structure and change to "src/scratch" directory ready for the next 

step: 

$ mkdir -p scratch/my_scratch_1 src/scratch src/vm vm releases 

$ cd src/scratch

2.2 Scratch Source 

You might opt to do this step on another computer and copy the just the files we want 

over to the RPi. The archive file is ~35M and we only want a few of the files it contains 

but it should/will contain a patched image and it's associated changes file. Updates will 

eventually find their way onto the Raspbian repo but the Debian repo has the latest 

version. 

$ wget 
http://ftp.de.debian.org/debian/pool/main/s/scratch/scratch_1.4.0.6~dfsg1.orig
.tar.bz2 

$ tar xvfj scratch_1.4.0.6~dfsg1.orig.tar.bz2 scratch-
1.4.0.6.src/Scratch.image scratch-1.4.0.6.src/Scratch.ini scratch-
1.4.0.6.src/src/Scratch.changes 

"scratch-1.4.0.6.src" now contains the minimum files we need. Now we copy those into 



our working directory... 

$ cp scratch-1.4.0.6.src/* scratch-1.4.0.6.src/src/* 
../../scratch/my_scratch_1 

We also need the "sources" file... 

$ wget http://ftp.squeak.org/2.0/SqueakV2.sources.gz 

$ gunzip SqueakV2.sources.gz 

Because "SqueakV2.sources" does not change we'll avoid duplication and link to it later. 

2.3 VM Snapshot 

I like to copy the installed VM just in case it gets upgraded. That way if something 

unusual starts happening I can compare old with new. 

When it comes to using a VM you will need to know what parameters to supply. These 

are normally handled by a Bash script which, if you have the skills, you could customise 

for your own use. At this point the script is useful to get all the info we need. A short-cut 

is to run the pre-installed Scratch from the terminal, immediately quit Scratch, then see 

the script's output back in the terminal... 

$ scratch 

    Executing: /usr/lib/squeak/4.4.7-2357/squeakvm -encoding UTF-8 -vm-
display-x11 -xshm -plugins /usr/lib/scratch/plugins/:/usr/lib/squeak/4.4.7-
2357/ -vm-sound-alsa /usr/share/scratch/Scratch.image 

Now we know where the pre-installed VM lives so grab a copy... 

$ cp -R /usr/lib/squeak/4.4.7-2357 ../../vm 

2.4 Launch Pad 

For the next stage we want to be in the "scratch_dev/scratch/my_scratch_1/" directory... 

$ cd ../../scratch/my_scratch_1 

We are going to create a simple script to avoid having to remember VM parameters. It's 

best not to directly specify the VM in this script in case you want to run a different VM 

with the same image. So we alias the VM by creating a link to it... 

$ ln -s ../../vm/4.4.7-2357/ vm 



We also need a link to "SqueakV2.sources"... 

$ ln -s ../../src/scratch/SqueakV2.sources SqueakV2.sources 

Next create an empty file for the script using... 

$ >run_scratch.sh 

Before doing anything with this new file let's break down the output from when we ran 

the pre-installed Scratch for explanation... 

1   Executing: 

2   /usr/lib/squeak/4.4.7-2357/squeakvm 

3   -encoding UTF-8 

4   -vm-display-x11 -xshm 

5   -plugins /usr/lib/scratch/plugins/:/usr/lib/squeak/4.4.7-2357/ 

6   -vm-sound-alsa 

7   /usr/share/scratch/Scratch.image 

L1   Ignore 

L2   Needs redirecting to our own copy of the VM 

L4   Selects character encoding 

L5   Selects Squeak's X11 display-driver with one parameter of it's own 

L3   Paths for plug-in's, one for Scratch specific plug-in's, another for VM supplied 
(needs redirecting) 

L6   Selects Squeak's "alsa" sound-driver 

L7   Selects the image to use 

Open "run_scratch.sh" using "nano" or another editor and replace the contents with... 

#!/usr/bin/env bash 

DISPLAY=:0.0 \ 

./vm/squeakvm \ 

-encoding UTF-8 \ 

-vm-display-x11 -xshm \ 

-plugins /usr/lib/scratch/plugins/:./vm/ \ 

-vm-sound-alsa \ 

./Scratch.image 



Save, close your editor then do... 

$ chmod u+x run_scratch.sh 

Strictly speaking we don't need the ".sh" because of the first line (#!...) but I like to keep 

it. The line with "DISPLAY=:0.0" is for convenience when running the script via ssh. Also 

notice we have used the VM's link, therefore easy to change VM's without editing the 

script. 

2.5 Lift Off! 

$ ./run_scratch.sh 

All being good it will look like you have achieved absolutely nothing! Just kidding. You 

now have your own image, with sources, along with a VM, none of which will change if 

you do a software update and, more importantly, the pre-installed is now safe from any 

changes you make here. 

What now? Resize the window to about half the screen width, hold down the shift-key, 

left click in the loop of the "R" of "SCRATCH" in the top left and select "turn fill screen 

off". Now maximise the window. All the grey background is the Squeak desktop. A good 

thing to do at this point is click the background and select "save" in the "World" menu 

that appears. 



3. In The Deep End: Hidden Depths 

The C source code for the VM is provided as a "source" package from the Rasbian repo. 

Rasbian gets it from a Debian repo. Debian gets it from the Squeak VM developers. End 

of story right? Nope. The VM source is partly generated from a mini-language called 

"Slang" written in Smalltalk code. The VM can even be simulated within Smalltalk, 

although it runs much slower than normal. There is also a utility (in Squeak of course) 

called the "VMMaker" which allows you to configure the VM and which will then translate 

it to C code. This is another aspect of the Squeak Smalltalk world that you might find 

alien... unless you're the sort that ever wondered "What compiles the compiler?" :-) 

So while many people do work directly with the VM's C source code, if you want the full 

genuine experience of VM-hacking then you want need to get to know VMMaker at some 

point. Here though, we're only dealing in C source. 

3.1 Dependencies 

Like most other software some common support files are needed before the VM can be 

built. This may take a little while and the files will be installed on your system partition. 

Here's how to get them... 

Edit the pkg sources list: 

$ sudo nano /etc./apt/sources.list 

Add this line: 

deb-src http://mirrordirector.raspbian.org/raspbian/ wheezy main contrib non-
free rpi 

Save the file, exit, then update the package list using: 

$ sudo apt-get update 

Now get the build dependencies for the VM: 

$ sudo apt-get build-dep squeak-vm 

Sit back, relax. 



3.2 VM Source Code 

Here we will be using another part of our pre-prepared directory structure 

"scratch_dev/src/vm" so cd to that now. We want a directory named for the particular 

version we will be downloading. One way to discovered the version is: 

$ apt-cache showsrc squeak-vm | grep Version 

    Version: 1:4.4.7.2357-1 

    Standards-Version: 3.9.2 

It's the first line we're interested in. We can use "4.4.7.2357-1" as the name for our new 

directory and cd into it... 

$ mkdir 4.4.7.2357-1 && cd 4.4.7.2357-1 

The reason for the extra directory level is to keep builds local to source they are based 

on. 

Now to get the VM source package from the Rasbian repo (note no "sudo" at the 

beginning!): 

$ apt-get source squeak-vm 

    Reading package lists... Done 

    Building dependency tree       

    Reading state information... Done 

    Skipping already downloaded file 'squeak-vm_4.4.7.2357-1.dsc' 

    Skipping already downloaded file 'squeak-vm_4.4.7.2357.orig.tar.gz' 

    Skipping already downloaded file 'squeak-vm_4.4.7.2357-1.debian.tar.gz' 

    Need to get 0 B of source archives. 

    gpgv: Signature made Sun 08 May 2011 14:17:27 BST using DSA key ID 
66A90DE2 

    gpgv: Can't check signature: public key not found 

    dpkg-source: warning: failed to verify signature on ./squeak-
vm_4.4.7.2357-1.dsc 

    dpkg-source: info: extracting squeak-vm in squeak-vm-4.4.7.2357 



    dpkg-source: info: unpacking squeak-vm_4.4.7.2357.orig.tar.gz 

    dpkg-source: info: unpacking squeak-vm_4.4.7.2357-1.debian.tar.gz 

    dpkg-source: info: applying defaultSourcesSystemAttribute.patch 

    dpkg-source: info: applying mpeg_includes.patch 

    dpkg-source: info: applying linex.patch 

Notice the last three lines where patches are applied. This is an advantage of using 

official packages when available! It's a habit of mine to preserve the original source code 

directory so... 

$ cp -Rp squeak-vm-4.4.7.2357 squeak-vm-4.4.7.2357.orig 

3.3 First Build 

You will typically do at least two different builds, one with the default compiler options 

chosen by the program's developers ("release" build), and one with compiler options 

that make debugging easier ("debug" build). Each build which consists of three stages: 

"configuration", "make" and "install". Configuration is generally done once per set of 

compiler options e.g., "release"/"debug". The "make" step kicks off the compilation, 

eventually producing binary executable files, assuming no errors. We won't be doing 

traditional installation. 

I do my builds in different, appropriately named, directories. First a new directory for the 

default build... 

$ mkdir bld_default && cd bld_default 

Before going further let's review where we are in the directory structure. Directories 

#7..10 were created recently while #11 will be created soon: 

    .
1     releases ├──
2     scratch ├──
3    │    my_scratch_1 └──
4     src ├──
5    │    scratch ├──
6    │    vm └──
7    │        <version> └──
8    │            <version> ├──
9    │            <version>.orig ├──
10   │            bld_default     <<< YOU ARE HERE! ├──
11   │            bld_default_bin └──
12    vm └──

Configuration is done by a script supplied as part of the VM source (typical of other 



programs) and usually only run once per build unless your edits require new 

dependencies. All the results of the configuration script (and the results of the make-

stage) end up in the current directory. To perform configuration for our "<version>" you 

do... 

$ ../4.4.7.2357-1/unix/cmake/configure 

Sit back and chill again while it checks your system and makes appropriate settings... 

but don't chill-out too much! Look out for "fail" / "not found" / "disabled". Any such 

messages do not necessarily mean that the configuration will fail or that the upcoming 

make-stage will fail. These messages may just relate to options that are not relevant to 

your platform. We should be ok on the RPi, especially since we have already installed 

build dependencies. Assuming configuration completes without problems, we then 

simply do:  

$ make 

...and again sit back and semi-chill. The first "make" takes ~15..20 minutes for a new 

configuration but subsequent runs of "make" will only compile files that have changed so 

will take much less time. 

You're probably eager to check the newly built VM actually runs so we will come back to 

the "debug" build later. 

3.4 Go VM, Go! 

The main results of the build are the main executable named "squeakvm" and a set of 

libs, each in their own subdirectory and with names like "so.<lib_name>". For 

development/debugging I completely avoid installation scripts and simply copy these 

files to a new directory that I put adjacent to the build directory: 

$ cd .. 

$ mkdir bld_default_bin 

I have a small helper script to do the copying called "cpvmbin.sh" containing: 

#!/usr/bin/env bash 

cp $1/squeakvm $2 

cp $1/*/so.* $2 



With this script in the current directory: 

$ ./cpvmbin.sh bld_default bld_default_bin 

To use use this new build... 

$ cd ../../../scratch/my_scratch_1 

$ rm ./vm 

$ ln -s ../../src/vm/4.4.7.2357-1/bld_default_bin 

$ ./run_scratch.sh 

For an unmodified official VM you should not encounter any problems at this point. 

Side note: if all this directory hopping is getting to you then look up Bash built-in 

commands "pushd" & "popd" (see next section for example usage). 



3.5 No VM, No! 

Some times things go wrong and you will want a build of the VM that is more suitable for 

debugging using tools such as "gdb". In this section we create a new build with a new 

configuration using much the same steps as before. Note that the CFLAGS used here 

may not be suitable for debugging some problems. Also note I'm condensing the 

previous steps but still expect delays and look out for errors before entering each 

command...  

$ pushd . 

$ cd ../../src/vm/4.4.7.2357-1/ 

$ mkdir bld_debug bld_debug_bin && cd bld_default 

$ ../4.4.7.2357-1/unix/cmake/configure --CFLAGS="-O0 -g3" 

$ make 

$ cd .. 

$ ./cpvmbin bld_debug bld_debug_bin 

$ popd 

$ rm ./vm 

$ ln -s ../../src/vm/4.4.7.2357-1/bld_debug_bin 

$ ./run_scratch.sh 

You will want to replace the last step with whatever commands you use for debugging. 

4. This is only the Beginning! Bon Voyage! 

4.1 Conclusion 

The steps presented in this article are only your first but you are already knocking on the 

door of Squeak (it's "desktop") and have already entered the murky world of VM 

development. Lot's more to learn! Here's my suggestions for your next steps: Smalltalk 

syntax, the Squeak browser & debugger, get an overview of what an Object Engine 

is/does and then have a casual trawl of the VM source code. It's a steep hill but worth 

climbing :-) 



4.2 Further Information 

There is a vast amount of information, articles, free books, demo's and videos on 

Squeak related topics. I've included a selection below for further information and help: 

Raspberry Pi (http://www.raspberrypi.org/ )

Scratch forum: http://www.raspberrypi.org/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=77 

Scratch (http://scratch.mit.edu/ )

Essential reading if you plan to release your own version of Scratch, 

GPLv2 licence details:

 

http://info.scratch.mit.edu/GPLv2_Licensed_Scratch_Code 

Forums: http://scratch.mit.edu/forums/index.php 

Wiki: http://wiki.scratch.mit.edu/wiki/Main_Page 

Particularly: 

http://wiki.scratch.mit.edu/wiki/Scratch_Wiki:Table_of_Contents/Program 

Squeak (http://www.squeak.org/)

This should be your first port of call if you are new to Squeak: 

    http://www.squeak.org/Documentation/ 

Stéphane Ducasse has an excellent repository of free books here:

    http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/FreeBooks/ 

If you are new to the VM then this one provides a good overview of it's core 

function: 

    

http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/FreeBooks/CollectiveNBlueBook/oe-tour-

sept19.pdf 

A two page cheat-sheet for Smalltalk syntax:

http://  stephane.ducasse.free.fr/Teaching/0809Turino/st-  

cheatsheet.pdf

Wiki: http://wiki.squeak.org/squeak 

If you have Squeak or VM related questions then subscribe to the relevant 

http://www.raspberrypi.org/
http://wiki.squeak.org/squeak
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/Teaching/0809Turino/st-cheatsheet.pdf
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/Teaching/0809Turino/st-cheatsheet.pdf
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/Teaching/0809Turino/st-cheatsheet.pdf
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/FreeBooks/CollectiveNBlueBook/oe-tour-sept19.pdf
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/FreeBooks/CollectiveNBlueBook/oe-tour-sept19.pdf
http://stephane.ducasse.free.fr/FreeBooks/
http://www.squeak.org/Documentation/
http://www.squeak.org/
http://wiki.scratch.mit.edu/wiki/Scratch_Wiki:Table_of_Contents/Program
http://wiki.scratch.mit.edu/wiki/Main_Page
http://scratch.mit.edu/forums/index.php
http://info.scratch.mit.edu/GPLv2_Licensed_Scratch_Code
http://scratch.mit.edu/
http://www.raspberrypi.org/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=77


mailing lists: 

http://wiki.squeak.org/squeak/608

Squeak VM (http://www.squeakvm.org/ )

http://wiki.squeak.org/squeak/608
http://www.squeakvm.org/

